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ABSTRACT Individual pig tracking is key to stepping away from group-level treatment and towards
individual pig care. By doing so we can monitor individual pig behaviour changes over time and use
these as indicators of health and well-being, which, in turn, will assist in the early detection of disease
allowing for earlier and more effective intervention. However, it is a much more computationally challenging
than performing this task at group level; mistakes in identification and tracking accumulate and, over
time, provide noise measures. We combine a deep CNN object localisation method, Faster Region-based
convolutional neural network (R-CNN), with two potential real-time multi-object tracking methods in order
to create a complete system that can autonomously localise and track individual pigs allowing for the
extraction of metrics pertaining to individual pig behaviours from RGB cameras. We evaluate two different
transfer learning strategies to adapt Faster R-CNN to our pig detection dataset that is more challenging than
conventional tracking benchmark datasets. We are able to localise pigs in individual frames with 0.901 mean
average precision (mAP), which then allows us to track individual pigs across video footage with 92%
Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) and 73.4% Identity F1-Score (IDF1), and re-identify them after
occlusions and dropped frames with 0.862 mAP (0.788 Rank 1 cumulative matching characteristic (CMC)).
From these tracks we extract individual behavioural metrics for total distance travelled, time spent idle, and
average speed with less than 0.015 mean squared error (MSE) for each. Changes in all these behavioural
metrics have value in the detection of pig health and wellbeing.
INDEX TERMS Machine learning, re-identification, behaviour analysis, object detection, multi-object
tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to monitor the behaviour of animals, in par-
ticular, how said behaviour changes over time and under
varying circumstances, provides us with knowledge that
can assist in identifying problems before they become seri-
ous, or even life threatening, and enhances the success of
intervention [1], [2]. Continuous physical monitoring of ani-
mals is impractical due to the effort required and the enormity
of the scale of modern pig livestock units. As a consequence,
farm staff usually resort to brief observations that are only
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Xinyu Du.
able to detect substantial changes or clinical signs. Thus
they fail to detect subtle changes in behaviour that usu-
ally precede clinical signs of disease; this results in late
intervention [1], [3].
We have previously developed a method that enables us
to measure behavioural traits in groups of pigs [3]. Despite
the usefulness of having group-level pig behaviour measures,
there are several advantages in being able to automatically
detect individual behaviours and identify pigs that may be at
risk or are challenged [2] as this enables more personalised
treatment plans. Targeted and selective animal treatment may
result in furthering the trend towards reducing antimicro-
bial input in livestock systems [4]. However, individual-level
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methods create data that is sparser and hence more sensitive
to potential estimation errors [5]. Moreover, errors in pig
identification and tracking can propagate to later frames,
which is an issue that does not affect pig-level measurements.
Here, we present an approach to detect and track individual
pigs kept in groups, using inexpensive, colour (RGB) cameras
in commercial farm conditions. The approach does not use
individual pig identifiers, such as RFID, due to their impracti-
cality and industry concerns over their use, mainly associated
with their retrieval at the abattoir, potential residues and
cost.
We make use of a Faster R-CNN [6] architecture adapted
to our domain using transfer learning in order to detect the
location of pigs in each frame of an RGB video. These
detections are then used to generate identities that are
then processed by multi-object tracking (MOT) algorithms.
In this paper we present two approaches to tracking the
identities of pigs between frames, one which uses trajectory-
based prediction and association [7], and one which uses
on both trajectory and similarity in visual appearance [8].
We then calculate behaviour measures from the tracks to
illustrate how we can extract valuable and actionable knowl-
edge from these algorithms in our concrete domain of
application.
The main contribution of our method is that it provides
a full workflow to localise, track, and extract behavioural
metrics of individual pigs using only an RGB camera, in real-
time, without the need for additional hardware (such as
ID tags) or visual aids (such as IDs marked directly on pigs),
whilst also still being feasible to install in a commercial farm.
We also demonstrate that, despite the very similar visual
appearance of the pigs in our dataset, deep learning method-
ologies can be used to generate feature vectors capable of
discriminating between identities of pigs, which is key to
understanding the potential applications of deep learning in
precision livestock farming.
Section II-A describes the datasets that were used for train-
ing and evaluation in our models. Section II-B describes the
detection method used followed by Section II-C which out-
lines the twomethods used for multi-object tracking, and how
the deep association metric model was trained. Section II-D
describes how we use these tracks to extract behaviour met-
rics for individual pigs and is followed by Section II-E which
describes how each of the components of our method are
evaluated. Section III and Section IV outline and discuss the
results of each of the components respectively. We finalise
with the conclusion in Section V.
II. MATERIALS & METHODS
In this section we describe the data used to train and
evaluate our methods for detection, tracking and extracting
behavioural metrics, the model used to detect the location
of pigs in an image, the tracking methods that were used to
assign the detections to identities, and how we analysed the
tracks to extract behavioural metrics. We also describe the
means by which we evaluate these methods.
A. DATASET DESCRIPTIONS
Three standard datasets were used in order to implement
all of the components of our work: ImageNet [9], an image
classification dataset commonly used to pre-train a Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) that processes images; Pas-
cal Visual Object Classes Challenge 2007 [10], commonly
used as a benchmark dataset for object detection and clas-
sification; and Motion Analysis and Re-identification Set
(MARS) [11], a video-based person re-identification (Re-ID)
dataset. Additionally, we used three of our own, manually-
annotated, pig datasets: one for detection (Section II-A.1),
one for tracking (Section II-A.2), and one for re-identification
(Section II-A.3).
We selected distance travelled, time spent idle, and average
speed for behavioural metrics to extract from individual pig
tracks as they best inform us about a pigs activity levels,
an valuable metric for understand pig health and wellbeing.
The images used in these pig datasets were collected
at Newcastle University’s Cockle Park farm. Because the
images were collected from pigs husbanded under farm con-
ditions, there was no need for ethical approval. The building
used houses 4 pens, each containing 20 pigs of the same
age and of balanced weight. The pigs were recorded using
the RGB sensor within the Microsoft Kinect v2 (resolution:
1920 × 1080, field of view: 84.1 × 53.8, focal length: 3.29,
shutter speed: 14ms, max frame rate: 30 FPS) mounted on the
ceiling of the room, pointing downwards. Although we used
this specific sensor, for the purpose of the methods presented
in this work, any RGB camera with similar parameters would
be suitable as we do not use any of the specialised features
of the Kinect. The camera was tilted at an angle (rather than
perpendicular to the floor) so that the camera covered half of
one of the pens. There was some overlap in the images with
the adjacent pen (Figure 1), separated by a red wall, however
we removed any detections in this area. Due to technical con-
straints of the data capturing infrastructure, we were not able
to record long, continuous segments of video so were limited
to theoretical maximum of 10minutes, which, although short,
is longer than a human observer would realistically spend
watching the animals.
1) PIG DETECTION DATASET
Our manually-annotated (Figure 1) pig dataset consisted
of 1,646 images (50% used for training and 50% used for
testing) consisting of 9,014 annotations. All data used in this
dataset came from the same camera and the same batch of
pigs, though was collected across different days and times.
The days used for creating the test set are not included in the
training set in order to create a level of separation. This dataset
contained roughly 6 times fewer images and nearly 3 times
fewer annotations than Pascal Visual Object Classes Chal-
lenge 2007 (VOC), hence indicating that our dataset has a
higher annotation density (number of objects per image). The
pig detection dataset suffered from a number of complexities
that are not found in the VOC dataset. The challenges largely
stem from the fact the data was collected on a commercial
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FIGURE 1. A example image from the pig dataset where pigs are densely
packed into one area with corresponding ground-truth annotations.
farm environment. For example, the reason there were more
annotations per image in this dataset was because the objects
were often very densely packed into a small space within the
image 1. This made separation of the pigs a very difficult task,
even when carrying out the manual annotations.
Secondly, the quality of the images in the pig dataset was
substantially lower than that of the images in VOC. This
was because the images were captured on a live farm, which
is extremely dusty. Additionally, images can sometimes be
overexposed due to natural light entering through windows.
Having this natural light is a requirement in order to comply
with UK legislation. When contrasted with the very high-
quality level of photographs used in VOC there was a very
significant difference. Because the features of an object were
muchmore difficult to identify due to the lower image quality,
models trained on this data are at a disadvantage as these
are typically what are used in order to create a generalisable
model.
These factors combined show that the pig dataset was
a substantially more difficult dataset than VOC, which is
something that previous research has had to overcome by
employing post-processing methods [12]. In order to quan-
tify how our implementation performs in these conditions,
in addition to testing on the whole test set, we also assessed
the detection performance independently for images contain-
ing: many pigs, densely packed pigs, overexposed images,
and low-light images (Figure 2).
Images were classed as containing many pigs if more
than 10 pigs were in the image, as this meant more than
half the pigs were in less than half the pen space (4% of
the test set). As for the densely packed pigs segment, images
were placed here when more than 4 bounding boxes were
overlapping (43% of test set). Images were determined to be
overexposed by manual annotation (11% of test set). Finally,
the low-light segment was made up of images where the
average brightness of a pig was lower than 100 (4% of test
set). Pig brightness was calculated by converting a bounding
box containing a pig to greyscale and taking the average pixel
intensity.
As can be seen in Figure 1, the camera’s field of view over-
lapped with the adjacent pig pen. We therefore ignored any
FIGURE 2. Distributions of the number of overlapping bounding boxes
per image (top left), the number of pigs per image (top right) and the
average brightness of a pig per image (bottom left) within the test set.
detections from this area of the camera. This was achieved
by setting a threshold on the Y-axis, along the red wall, and
ignoring any detections to the left of it.
2) PIG TRACKING DATASET
Images from the detection dataset were used to create another
dataset specifically for tracking. This consisted of a single
7.8 minute video recorded at an average of 4 frames per sec-
ond (FPS) (∼1,874 frames) from a single camera covering
half a pig pen (the maximum was 10 FPS. Each frame was
annotated, in the same way as the detection dataset, however
IDs were given to each pig that persisted from frame to frame.
Due to the nature of the recording environment, in particular
the hardware used, the recording varied in its FPS and regu-
larly dropped frames throughout the recording. This resulted
in some drastic changes, frame-to-frame, in some situations
(e.g. a pig appear in the middle of the pen, or extremely
quickly moving pigs).
Moreover, as pigs leave and later re-enter the scene,
we cannot continuously track them for the whole length of
the video. This has resulted in a set of 25 manually curated,
unique tracking IDs. Some tracks last for most of the video
while some others are fairly short. The duration of each track
is represented in Figure 3.
3) PIG RE-IDENTIFICATION DATASET
In addition to this single-camera tracking dataset, we gathered
a separate, dual-camera pig Re-ID dataset (Figure 5), struc-
tured similarly to MARS [11], a dataset for person Re-ID.
This pig Re-ID dataset consisted of 25 pig identities, where
each identity had an average of 280 images, totalling
5,653 images (60% for training, 40% for testing). All anno-
tations were resized to be 128 × 256 for processing by a
CNN (outlined in Section II-C.2). This is a difficult Re-ID
dataset as, when compared to that of a person Re-ID dataset,
such asMARS,where clothes strongly distinguish two people
apart, pigs look very similar to one another (Figure 5).
B. PIG DETECTION METHOD
The Faster Regions with CNN features (Faster R-CNN)
model used to detect pigs location consisted of 3 main
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FIGURE 3. Representation of the manually annotated pig tracks. The
Y-axis shows the ground truth pig ID, the X-axis shows the frames during
which the pig was visible. Once a pig left the camera, it was not
re-identified, and was therefore given a new ID.
FIGURE 4. Top: A sample of two indentities of the MARS dataset for
person re-identification. Bottom: A sample of two identities of the pig
Re-ID dataset.
components: the feature extractor, the Region Proposal Net-
work (RPN) and the fully-connected (FC) layers. The first
was responsible for creating a fixed-length vector from an
input image, the second proposed regions that are likely to
contain a pig, and the final component classified these regions
into a class (e.g. background or pig for the pig dataset).
ResNet-101 [13] was used for the feature extraction in all
implementations of Faster R-CNN.
For the training of our models we used the parameters that
perform best on the VOC dataset (Table 1) using stochastic
gradient descent. An Nvidia Tesla P100 graphics card was
used for both training and inference.
We made use of all three datasets in order to build this
model. The feature extraction layers of the model were
pre-trained on ImageNet. This is common when training
any CNN on images as the dataset is extremely large
(∼14 million images) and therefore takes a substantial
TABLE 1. The parameters used for the Faster Regions with CNN features
that perform best on the Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge 2007
dataset.
FIGURE 5. A breakdown of the full workflow of our implementation from
the video footage of a pig pen, to the behavioural metrics we extract from
the tracking methods.
amount of time to train from randomly initialised weights
(a week in some cases, dependent upon hardware). The RPN
and FC layers of the Faster R-CNN were trained using two
datasets: firstly VOC, followed by the pig detection dataset.
It was expected that the densely-packed nature of the pigs
at certain time points in the dataset would be particularly a
problem for the Faster R-CNN as it uses non-maximum sup-
pression (NMS) to filter overlapping bounding boxes which
is typically enacted when Intersection over Union (IoU) >
0.7 [6] (described in Section II-E.1).
Before we could train the model on the pig dataset after
training on VOC, it was necessary to modify the model
architecture to account for the change in number of potential
classes. This change in model architecture is referred to as
transfer learning, where a model is trained to solve one task,
in order to help it solve a different, but related, problem. There
are multiple ways this can be implemented, two common
approaches would be to train the RPN and FC layers on VOC,
then modify the FC layers to account for the different classes
in the pig dataset (20 in VOC, 1 in the pig dataset). Alterna-
tively, an additional layer can be added to the final FC layer
after training onVOCwhich has only one class outcome. This
results in two output nodes (1 for pig and 1 for background),
which creates in an additional 78 trainable parameters in our
fully connected layers. Despite this slight increase in number
of parameters, we used the transfer learning strategy that adds
an extra layer as it performed better than the other evaluated
strategies (Section III-A).
C. PIG TRACKING METHODS
Once the Faster R-CNN detected the pigs location in each
frame, it was necessary to track the identity of each pig
between frames. To achieve this, we evaluated two alternative
strategies for this task.
1) DISTANCE-BASED TRACKING
We employed Simple Online and Real-time Tracking
(SORT) [7], which combines the Kalman filter [14] with the
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TABLE 2. An overview of the CNN architecture used to learn the
association metric for pig re-identification. This is trained using MARS
followed by fine-tuning on our own pig Re-ID dataset.
Hungarian algorithm [15] to create an improved multi-object
tracking algorithm. This method is highly dependent upon
accurate object detection, as only the location of objects is
used, and is an entirely unsupervised method. As no training
data is required, it can be applied directly to the detections
found for the tracking test data set outlined in Section II-A.2.
2) DISTANCE & VISUAL-BASED TRACKING
We also made use of Deep Simple Online and Real-time
Tracking (Deep SORT) [8], which, alongside the Kalman fil-
ter &Hungarian algorithm used in SORT, uses a learned asso-
ciation metric to determine if two images of a pig contain the
same pig or not. In this method, when identities of objects are
being matched between frames, both the trajectory prediction
and the associationmetric are used to determine if two objects
in different frames are the same. Because this method is able
to identify if a ‘‘newly’’ identified pig actually belongs to an
identity that has already been established, it is much more
capable of handling long-term occlusions and corruptions in
the dataset (e.g. dropped frames), which is not uncommon in
the datasets we used. This method is configured to only use
the previous 480 images (2 minutes at 4 FPS) so that the it
can consistently track a pig as it grows. If all previous known
images of the pig were stored it could degrade performance
as pigs change in appearance over time.
This association metric is learned using a deep learning
CNN model (described in Table 2) which uses a re-
parametrisation of the softmax classifier that includes a mea-
sure of cosine similarity in the representation space, which is
a 1 × 128 vector, initially developed for person Re-ID [16].
Where an input is a cropped image of a detected object,
the network is trained to minimise the cross-entropy loss of
the class predictions generated by the model and the true
label distribution. Once the generation of the feature vector
has been learned, the classifier is discarded and the feature
vectors produced can then be compared with the feature
vectors that are stored for each existing identity using so that
is can be assigned to the identity with the closest match that
also appears within range of the predicted location produced
by the Kalman filter. Evaluation for this method is conducted
using a single query image which is then matched withan
image from a gallery of images. Where there are multiple
cameras in the dataset, the gallery images are taken from
different cameras.
The original implementation [16] of the CNN that gen-
erates the association metric was created for the purpose of
person Re-ID. This research area focuses on being able to
identify if two images or videos of a person are the same
person. The key applications of this research focuses on
facial recognition and datasets where the objective is to track
individual people within a crowd, allowing for individuals
to become temporarily occluded and then recovering their
original tracking identity. The network was pre-trained on
MARS followed by training using the pig Re-ID dataset
(Section II-A.2) to optimise the method to be able to iden-
tify identical pigs in a commercial setting. The CNN was
trained using the Adam optimiser [17] with a low learning
rate of 0.00001 and a batch size of 128.
D. BEHAVIOURAL METRICS EXTRACTION
Once tracks were established for individual pigs, we were
able to derive behavioural metrics pertaining to each individ-
ual track. We measured average speed, total distance covered
and time spent idle as these values quantify how active pigs
are. Change in activity has been linked to several pig health
and welfare challenges, with the general trend being that such
challenges tend to decrease the levels of activity in individ-
uals [1], [3]. We track activity levels through measuring idle
time, which is the reciprocal of active time.
In order to calculate distance travelled and idle time we
used the Euclidean distance between the centre-point of each
detection box from frame to frame. We did not convert these
measurements into real-world distances as it is simpler to
calculate and becausewe have variable FPS, whichwe did not
store when recording the footage. This, for example, makes it
not possible to accurately estimate speed. This causes some
discrepancies, albeit small, as the camera we used was not
perfectly perpendicular to the floor; it was set at an angle in
order to have full coverage of the pen. The amount of time a
pig spent idle was defined by the amount of time where the
pig moves no more than 4 pixels between frames.
E. EVALUATION
1) DETECTION EVALUATION
Intersection over Union (Equation 1) was used to assess how
accurate a predicted bounding box was in comparison with
the ground truth (localisation performance), which was calcu-
lated using Equation 1. The higher the IoU, the more accurate
the bounding box is (Figure 6). Rather than using the the
threshold of 0.5 to determine whether the IoU of a predicted
bounding box is accurate, which is the standard proscribed in
the Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge 2007 challenge,
we required an IoU ≥ 0.6.
IoU = Area of overlap between bounding boxes
Are of union between bounding boxes
(1)
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FIGURE 6. Examples of how Intersection over Union is calculated. Left:
Poor performance IoU = 0.4034. Middle: Good performance,
IoU = 0.7330. Right: Excellent performance, IoU = 0.9264.
In order to summarise the performance of the detector,
we used mean average precision (mAP) a standard metric
that is used to evaluate the performance of object detection
methods [6], [18]–[20].
2) DEEP ASSOCIATION METRIC EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of the association metric
learned by the CNN outlined in Section II-C.2, we made
use of the overall mAP of the classifier and the Cumula-
tive Matching Characteristic (CMC). It is common to eval-
uate CMC ranks 1 through to 20 [21], however, as we
only have 25 identities in our pig Re-ID dataset, it was
not possible to do this. As with many 1 : m identifica-
tion systems, for our application, the CMC at rank 1 is the
most crucial [22], [23]. We therefore focus predominantly
on this metric, though we additionally report CMC ranks 3
and 5, in order to better show how our model is generally
performing.
3) TRACKING EVALUATION
We used the widely accepted metrics outlined in the 2016
MOT Challenge [24] in order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our tracker, implemented using the py-motmetrics
library [25]. The tracking performance measure we used was
multi-object tracker accuracy (MOTA) (Equation 2), the most
commonly used metric to benchmark MOT solutions, as it
accounts for the three types of error that occur: false negative
(FN), false postive (FP) and identity switch (IDSW). False
negatives are defined as an object that is not tracked, false
positives are defined as tracked objects which should not be
and identity switches are when two objects that should be
tracked swap identities. Fragmentations are defined as the
number of times an identity switches from ‘‘tracked’’ to ‘‘not
tracked’’.
MOTA = 1−
∑
t FNt + FPt + IDSWt∑
t GTt
(2)
However, as MOTA has shortcomings in terms of how it
accounts for identity switches [26], we also report tracking
metrics using IDF1, which is also included as a metric in the
MOT Challenge, as this provides a much more global way to
assess the performance of the tracking system in terms of its
ability to track identities.
FIGURE 7. Top: Performance of Faster R-CNN models trained on a dataset
of pigs in a live farm using 2 methods of transfer learning from a model
pre-trained on Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge 2007: adding an
additional fully-connected layer and modifying the final fully-connected
layers. along with a model trained only on the pig data. Bottom: The
same data zoomed in.
4) BEHAVIOUR METRICS EXTRACTION EVALUATION
All detected tracks were grouped respective to the ground
truth pig ID to which they belonged. For total distance trav-
elled and time spent idle, the frame-to-frame estimations
belonging to each pig were summed and speed was aver-
aged. All behavioural metric estimations were evaluated by
normalising the values to between 0 and 1, followed by
calculating mean squared error (MSE) (Equation 3), where i
is the pig ID, Y is the ground truth behaviour and Yˆ is the
predicted behaviour.
MSE = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(Yi − Yˆi)2 (3)
Additionally, we calculated the absolute error for each of
the behaviour metrics for each pig identity and carried out a
pairedWilcoxon test [27] on them to determine if the absolute
errors for each method were significantly different.
III. RESULTS
A. DETECTION RESULTS
Results from the Faster R-CNN (Figure 7) show that the
performance difference between adding an FC layer or mod-
ifying the final FC layers was negligible for our application.
This was also the case for detection (inference) speed, as both
models had an average inference time of 80ms per frame.
Both models that were pre-trained on VOC outperformed
the model which was only trained on the pig data in terms
of performance and speed of learning, hence showing the
effectiveness of the transfer learning strategy.
The model that was only pre-trained on ImageNet (but
not on VOC) achieved good results (mAP = 0.894) but
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FIGURE 8. Four sample images from our pig detection test set processed
by the Faster R-CNN with the feature extraction layers pre-trained on
ImageNet, the rest pre-trained on Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge
2007 and an additional fully-connected layer for the pig dataset.
Detections to the left of the red wall are ignored. The top left image is
from the low-light test segment. The top right image is from the densely
packed test-segment. The bottom left image is from the overexposed test
segment. The bottom right image is from the many pigs test segment.
TABLE 3. The parameters used for the Faster Regions with CNN features
that perform best on the Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge 2007
dataset.
never reached the same level of performance as the other
two models (mAP ∼0.901). This is as expected as the other
models are not only pre-trained on more data, but also on a
related task, which is highly beneficial in transfer learning,
but nonetheless the inclusion of this option in our comparison
provides us with a useful performance baseline.
Figure 8 shows examples of detections made from each
of the test segments defined in Section II-A.1. The top left
image shows the Faster R-CNN correctly detecting 2 pigs
from the low-light test segment. The top right image shows
that the model was capable of detecting pigs from images
in the densely packed pigs test segment. The bottom left
image exemplifies issues relating to overexposure caused by
strong sunlight which distorts the edges of the pigs, making
them more difficult to detect. The model does appear to
have suffered from the camera being at an angle rather than
pointing directly down. This causes some pigs at the top of
the images to be hidden behind other pigs in such a way
that distorts their shape and makes them undetectable. This
is particularly noticeable in the bottom right image, which is
from the test segment for images containing many pigs.
In order to proceed with adding MOT tracking to our
method, we selected the model which added an additional,
final layer to the FC layers. We used this model to evaluate
the test segments individually (Table 3).
Test segments with many, densely packed, and overex-
posed pigs performed in line with the rest of the dataset.
However, images that suffer from low-light relatively under-
perform. This is mainly due to the fact that Faster R-CNN
is an image based detection method, which requires light in
order to detect objects. Nonetheless, the implementation does
perform moderately well in low-light conditions.
B. ASSOCIATION METRIC LEARNING
As described in Section II-C.2, the CNN used to learn the
association metric was trained using MARS followed by our
own pig Re-ID dataset (Section II-A.3). Compared to the
MARS dataset (1.1 million images), our pig Re-ID dataset
is very small (5,653 images). Despite this, the fine-tuning
increased the rank 1, 3, and 5 CMC by 17%, 15%, and 15%
respectively, achieving a rank 1CMCof 0.788. The additional
training also increase the overall mAP from 0.760 to 0.862.
This increase in performance is to be expected, as we are
fine-tuning, but it is valuable to understand by how much the
additional training has improved performance.
C. TRACKING RESULTS
As discussed, the SORT tracker is heavily dependent upon
accurate detections. Therefore, as the detector was capable of
achieving a high level of mAP (0.901), it was expected that
the tracker would perform similarly well.
The direct output of the SORT tracker is a series of IDs,
which then are mapped to our manually-annotated tracks
(Section II-A.2). From this mapping process we can identify
when the tracker detects an object that does not exist (FP),
when the tracker is not able to detect an existing object
(FN), or when the identifiers of two tracks are switched
(IDSW) [24], [25], [28]. The result of this implementation
was a large number of ‘‘tracklets’’ (partial tracks), subsets of
which belong to individual pig identities.
SORT achieved a score of 95.1% MOTA. In total there
were 153 FPs, 331 FNs, 50 IDSWs and 56 fragmentations.
The average number of consecutive frames which perfectly
tracked all pigs was 21.746 frames (5.437 seconds), with
a maximum of 208 frames (52.000 seconds). The average
length of time an individual pig could be perfectly tracked for
was 129.358 frames(32.339 seconds), where the maximum
was 981 frames (4minutes). To further characterise the results
of our method, Table 4 reports, for each of the 25 unique pig
IDs, the percentage of frames for which such IDwas correctly
tracked. Five out of the 25 IDs had a perfect tracking score
of 1.00, and 21 out of 25 had at least 0.9 successful tracking
proportion. One ID had a very poor score of less than 0.5.
From the metrics derived, we can see that the general
implementation works well (95%MOTA), but the occasional
dropping of frames caused by the implemented recording
system seriously impacts the continuity of IDs given to pigs
between frames which is better represented by the 70.3%
IDF1 score.
Unlike SORT, Deep SORT is less reliant upon accurate
detections, though it does still require them to be of good
quality as it still makes partial use of the Kalman filter to
make assignment decisions between the existing tracklets
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TABLE 4. Results of the SORT & Deep SORT tracking algorithm used to
track individual pigs. ID is the ground truth ID for a pig, F is the ground
truth for how many frames the pig was visible, T are the number of
tracklets the method created for each individual pig, C is the percent of
the ground truth tracks that were tracked by the method, S is the number
of identity switches that occurred, FN is the number of false negatives
(pig not detected). The arrows indicate whether lower or higher is better.
There were also 153 and 105 total False Positives (a pig was detected that
did not exist) for SORT and Deep SORT respectively.
and detections from the following frame. Deep SORT
achieved a score of 92.1%MOTA. In total there were 105 FPs,
734 FNs, 33 IDSWs, and 40 fragmentations. The average
number of consecutive frames which perfectly tracked all
pigs was 24.163 frames (6.041 seconds), with a maximum
of 208 frames (52.000 seconds). The average length of
time an individual pig could be perfectly tracked for was
197.882 frames(49.471 seconds), where the maximum was
981 frames (4 minutes). Two out of the 25 IDs had a perfect
tracking score of 1.00, and 16 out of 25 had at least 0.9 suc-
cessful tracking proportion. Two IDs had a very poor score of
less than 0.5.
Although there was almost double the number of FNs,
there was a 32% decrease in the average number of IDSWs
and a 31% decrease in the number of false positives raised by
the system. Despite the increase in FNs being substantial, and
therefore also decreasing the proportion of track coverage,
it was considered a fair trade-off, as a FN is much easier for
the system to recover from than an IDSW This is because
an IDSW tends to be permanent, where anFN may only be a
for a few frames, after which, the identity can be recovered.
Because of this ability to recover from FNs and the decrease
in IDSWs the introduction of the visual Re-ID component
within Deep SORT results in an increase in IDF1 to 73.4%
FIGURE 9. Representation of the detected tracklets for pig 1 from frame
1300 to 1875. This pig was visible for all frames, but showing the detail at
this segment of frames was not possible if we showed all the tracklets
from all frames. The Y-axis shows the tracklet IDs (which are independent
for each method), the X-axis shows the frames during which the pig was
visible. Red represents SORT generated tracklets, blue represents Deep
SORT generated tracklets.
and a 30% decrease the number of fragmentations, which
increases the average length of a track increases by 17.132
(+16%) and the average number of frames in which all pigs
are perfectly tracked increases by 0.604 seconds (+11%).
The maximum number of frames where all pigs are perfectly
tracked, and the maximum frame length remains unchanged
from those reported for SORT.
1) CASE STUDIES
In Figure 9 we show an example of Deep SORT’s ability
to consistently recover tracks between missed detections
enables it to outperform SORT. The visualisation is of the
tracklets generated for pig 1, the longest tracked pig in our
dataset. The first tracklet in the visualisation, beginning at
frame 1300, was lost and subsequently recovered 3 times
when using Deep SORT. SORT is capable of recovery, but
this is only possible when the detection is lost very briefly.
This is why the gaps between recovered tracklets are consis-
tently small, whereas Deep SORT can handle longer drops in
detections, which is why Deep SORT is a much more robust
method. This is also visible in Figure 10, which shows the
detected tracklets for pig 12, the ID which benefited from
the greatest reduction in IDSWs by using Deep SORT. SORT
generated 18 tracklets for this identity, whereas Deep SORT
only generated 7. We can see that tracklets generated under
Deep SORT were much more stable than that of SORT; all
whilst having having greater track coverage (Table 4).
D. BEHAVIOUR METRICS EXTRACTION RESULTS
The behavioural metrics extracted from from both SORT
and Deep SORT tracks are shown in Table 5. Total distance
and time spent idle scored well (0.010 MSE and 0.003 MSE
respectively), however the average speed estimations
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TABLE 5. Results of the behaviour extractions and the ground truth associated with them. Results are shown for SORT and Deep SORT. Distance is
measured as the number of pixels travelled, average speed is measured as the average number of pixels travelled per second, and idle time is measured
as the number of seconds a pig did not move more than 4 pixels. These results are normalised and the mean squared error (MSE) is shown for each
(lower is better). The abslute error between the estimated behaviour and true behaviour for each method and metric is calculated; the number of IDs
where this error is below a threshold is counted (higher is better).
FIGURE 10. Representation of the detected tracklets for pig 12 for all the
frames it was visible. The Y-axis shows the tracklet IDs (which are
independent for each method), the X-axis shows the frames during which
the pig was visible. Red represents SORT generated tracklets, blue
represents Deep SORT generated tracklets.
substantially underscored (0.148 MSE). In particular,
the average speed calculations were overestimated for the
tracklets in almost all cases (80% of pigs). Estimations for
pig 12 across all metrics derived from SORT were largely
incorrect. This is reflected in Table 4, as this ID incurred
a high number of IDSWs (16). The metrics derived from
Deep SORT, however, are more accurate for this pig due to
the considerable decrease in IDSWs (5).
This relationship between a high number of IDSWs and
poor estimations of behavioural metrics, specifically time
spent idle and average speed, can be seen through all pigs
(e.g. pigs 1 and 12). A higher number of IDSWs results in
an overestimation of average speed. This is confirmed by
the improved behaviour extraction when using Deep SORT
(Table 5), which has a significantly lower error for aver-
age speed, which is why there is a substantial perfor-
mance improvement for this metric when using Deep SORT
(0.008 MSE, -95%). However, this relationship is much less
consistent when calculating the total distance travelled. The
total distance (0.015 MSE) and time spent idle (0.008 MSE)
metrics extracted from Deep SORT show no statistically sig-
nificant performance change over SORT.
IV. DISCUSSION
With the increasing use of deep learning for multi-object
tracking [29], particularly in crowd analysis (i.e. people track-
ing), it is valuable to evaluate the extent to which these
methods can be applied to more difficult applications. Appli-
cations can be more difficult for varying reasons such as:
low FPS recordings, poor image quality, and similar looking
objects.
Individual pig tracking on a commercial farm is an example
of an application where all of these challenges can be found.
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FIGURE 11. ‘‘Where there is one true identity A (thick line, with time in
the horizontal direction), a tracker may mistakenly compute identities
1 and 2 (thin lines) broken into two fragments (a) or into eight (b, c).
Identity 1 covers 67% of the true identity’s trajectory in (a) and (b), and
83% of it in (c). Current measures charge one fragmentation error to (a)
and 7 to each of (b) and (c). Our proposed measure charges 33% of the
length of A to each of (a) and (b), and 17% to (c).’’ (This figure and caption
is from [26]).
This is mainly due to fact that the available infrastructure
is limited and pigs are much less distinguishable from one
another when compared to humans, especially with clothing
taken into account. Deep learning methods for computer
vision are much less common in the agricultural field, which
tends to rely on classical signal processing methods, espe-
cially in the area of individual animal tracking. The ability
to track individual pigs in real-time is key to creating a full
system that can provide the information required for their
management, including early detection of disease.
Previous research has focussed on how depth cameras can
be utilised to track pigs under the challenging conditions
presented by farm environments, such as poor image quality
and low network bandwidth for data collection [3], [30]–[33].
These methods have been able to achieve good tracking
results (89% MOTA [3]). However, they rely upon accurate
depth sensor data which is only achievable at short distances,
which limits the distance a camera can be placed from an
object. This limits the field of view, and thus the pen cov-
erages of a single depth-camera meaning more cameras are
required to cover a large area when compared to the RGB
cameras we use.
More recent research has applied deep learning models
to the tracking of pigs [34] using object detection models,
similar to the implementation used in our method, on RGB
images, obtaining 89.58%. However, this depends upon IDs
being sprayed on the pig and detecting each pig as a separate
class. This is not a feasible or practical in a commercial setting
due to the large number of pigs that may reside within a
pen. Moreover, the sprayed markers do not hold for long and
therefore would need to be continually reapplied for reliable
tracking. Secondly, the model needs to be specifically trained
on each numerical ID that it needs to track, which impedes
the generalisability of the method.
You Only Look Once (YOLO) [35] is a commonly used
method for object detection that is popular for its fast
inference times was considered for use in our application.
However, despite the real-time inference, its performance
on detecting smaller objects is much poorer than that of
Faster R-CNN. YOLOv3 does attempt to rectify this, but it
does so at the cost of poorer performance on larger objects
relative to Faster R-CNN [36]. As we wanted our method
to generalise to different environments such as taller build-
ings where the camera is mounted higher, thus making pigs
smaller in the images, and because we do not deal with high
FPS images, we decided against using YOLO.
The use of standardisedmetrics forMOT in all applications
is key to summarising how well methods perform in various
domains and applications as concisely and as accurately as
possible. Of the research discussed above, several report
MOTA, but none report IDF1. This poses a risk of skewing
the effectiveness of the tracking method that has been imple-
mented, by misrepresenting the effect of IDSWs within the
system. Figure 11 (taken from [26]) demonstrates an example
where there are varying examples of IDSW. Based on these
tracklets,MOTAwould favour (a), as it has the fewest number
of fragmentations; where IDF1 would favour (c) it provides
a greater identity coverage (83% vs 67%). Hence, we believe
that in our context, the under-reported IDF1 metric is a more
informative tracking quality metric than the more widely
used MOTA.
Our method was able to detect, track and extract
behavioural metrics of individual pigs in real-time using a
Faster R-CNN for localisation and Deep SORT for tracking.
Alternative methods for tracking do exist (e.g. a kernel-
ized correlation filter [37]), however, we chose SORT and
Deep SORT as they provide a good side-by-side comparison
of trajectory-based tracking and a combined trajectory &
visual-based tracker respectively. This results in our main
contribution, which is a complete, end-to-end system that
can process raw images and produce behavioural metrics
for individual pigs, whilst maintaining the identity of pigs
between frames. We relied solely on footage recorded from
an inexpensive RGB camera, as opposed to expensive 3D
depth cameras, recording at an average of only 4 FPS and
a resolution of 1920 × 1080. This low FPS was a limitation
of the hardware that was used, as it was responsible for other
background tasks which limited the number of frames that
could be captured.
From this data we were able to achieve comparable perfor-
mance to previous research in terms of MOTA (95%), with
the improvement that our method can do so without the use
of additional or expensive hardware, such as RFID tags and
depth cameras, or visual aids, such as painted IDs. We were
also able to use this data to reliably re-identify pigs when
they become occluded or the detector fails to localise them
(0.862 mAP), which enables us to achieve an IDF1 of 73.4%.
This use of visual appearance when assigning identities at
runtime proved valuable, as the method was able to more
accurately determine the average speed of a pig, without
compromising on other metrics, as this is easier to do when
the number of IDSWs is lower. As our data was restricted to
the pig sizes that were available, we were not able to verify
whether the method will work as pigs grow.
Where other research focussed on performance aspects
(e.g. weight) of individual pigs [38], we looked specifi-
cally at how active pigs are by extracting movement related
behavioural metrics from the generated tracks. We recorded
pig behaviours for up to a theoretical maximum of 10 minute
video segments. This is equivalent to the behavioural method
of scan sampling, where all of the actions of all animals are
recorded for intervals in order to obtain behavioural metrics
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for individuals within a group [39]. We have shown not
only that we are able to successfully localise and track pigs
from challenging naturalistic settings (commercial farms),
but also that we are able to successfully extract a range
of domain-relevant, useful knowledge from the outputs of
fairly generic object localisation and tracking algorithms as
the ones that we have used. One of the advantages of the
method is that we are able to extract several behaviours
from the same pig in real-time. This is beneficial, as it is
suggested that a combination of behavioural metrics might
be a better indicators of pig health than a change in a single
behaviour [40].
V. CONCLUSION
We have implemented a system to detect and track pigs in a
commercial farm setting using deep learning that allows us
to track pigs for up to 4 minutes, with an MOTA of 92%
and IDF1 of 73.4% without the use of additional hard-
ware or visual aids. The tracks derived from this system are
able to be used to calculate behavioural metrics for total
distance travelled, average speed and time spent idle for
individual pigs. The length of the identified tracks is mostly
limited by the length of the realistic video we could use
to evaluate the method, due to technical constraints in the
data capturing system. However, this method generates a
set of tracklets that (mostly) successfully cover parts of the
annotated tracks and in cases where detections are missed,
is capable of recovering the identity. Overall, our work shows
how deep learning algorithms enable the development of a
relatively cheap (as we just require a standard RGB camera)
pig monitoring system that can provide useful information
to characterise pig’s behaviour by applying transfer learning
strategies on top of a (by now) standard object localisation
method such as Faster R-CNN. The literature shows how
such descriptors enable the creation of more personalised
pig treatment plans [1], [2] which in turn decrease disease
risk and reduce use of medication, whilst maintaining animal
performance.
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